
The Launch of KUMU - Business Innovation to Create 

Industries and Technologies that Support People’s Lives 

Ishinomaki to Host the 1st Primary Industry & Tourism Ideathon 

 

Primary industries and the tourism industry outside of the major cities face a challenging time 

currently as a number of negative issues are at work: an aging population, fewer people joining 

these industries, decline in population, and a workforce that is drifting more towards the tertiary 

industries.  

 

In a day and age in which more and more business models are digitized, the use of digital 

technology in primary industries is still very limited. And it is said that the utilization of digital 

technology in Japan’s tourism industry is over a decade behind the times. Conversely, this means 

that there is that much more of an opportunity to enhance the use of digital technology.  

 

In collaboration with industries and technologies that support the lives of people, Dentsu Isobar is 

launching KUMU, a business innovation project for the purpose of creating new areas of business.  

 

The project name KUMU comes from the Japanese verb kumu, which means to partner with – as 

in to partner with others, to partner with culture, to partner with tradition... This will lead to the 

creation of new communication, culture, and business. KUMU is instilled with the meaning of 

partnership and creation.  

 

In this first installment, the city of Ishinomaki in Miyagi prefecture will be the location for an 

ideathon that seeks to invigorate primary industries and the tourist industry. The event will be held 

in collaboration with two organizations. One is LeapMind, Inc. (main office in Shibuya-ku, Tokyo; 

CEO Soichi Matsuda), a company that has applied deep-learning technology to construct its own 

image identification system. The other is Itonabu-Ishinomaki (located in Ishinomaki-shi, 

Miyagi-ken; headed by Takayuki Koyama), a general corporate judicial entity that serves as a base 

for the learning of software development and web design in order to provide opportunities to the 

next generation of youth who are the very future of Ishinomaki.  

 

Marketing planners, art directors, designers, and engineers from each company will divide into 

three teams (with seven members to a team) in order to take part in the idea competition. 

What separates this event from the standard ideathon is that the program is integrated with a 



component in which participants do actual work in the field. The planning will be based on an 

understanding of the essential nature of problems by making sure that situations in and feedback 

from the field inform the process.  

 

On the final day when the ideas are submitted for judging, each team will give a presentation of 30 

minutes. The plan is to use the idea of the winning team for development with the intention of 

actual utilization.  

 

We hope that KUMU is a vehicle for contributing to the invigoration of industries that support the 

lives of people outside of the big cities in a process that involves the continual implementation of 

effective ideas.  

 

Event Profile 

■Schedule: Fri. Jun. 10 through Sun. Jun. 12 (judging of the submitted ideas starts at 10:00 a.m. 

on Sun. Jun. 12) 

■Venue: Business Café Irori Ishinomaki, Ishinomaki-shi, Miyagi-ken  

■Judges: Kabuku Inc. CTO Masahiko Adachi, General Incorporated Foundation Isinomaki Tourism 

Association Chairman Munenori Gotoh, READYFOR Inc. Chief Curator Ryoya Tasai, Dentsu Isobar 

President & CEO Hidetoshi Tokumaru (The names are listed in Japanese alphabetical order) 

■Participating teams: 3 teams of 7 members each (total of 21 participants) 

■Participating companies and organizations: 

Dentsu Isobar Inc. 

LeapMind, Inc. 

Itonabu-Ishinomaki 

 

【Profile of LeapMind】 

・Company name: LeapMind, Inc. 

・Home office location: Shibuya Higashi Bldg., 2-24-5 Higashi, Shibuya-ku Tokyo 

・Established: 2012 

・CEO: Soichi Matsuda  

・URL: http://www.leapmind.io/ 

 

【Profile of Itonabu-Ishinomaki】 

・Name of organization: Itonabu-Ishinomaki (general corporate judicial person) 

・Location: 2-10-12 Chuo, Ishinomaki-shi, Miyagi-ken 

・Established: Dec. 16, 2013 

http://www.leapmind.io/


・Businesses: Programming instruction (Java), design instruction (Photoshop Illustrator), camera 

instruction, video skills instruction, participation in hackathon events, company 

workshops, etc. 

・Representative director: Takayuki Koyama 

・URL: http://itnav.jp/  

 

For further information, please contact: 

Corporate Management Division 

contact@dentsuisobar.com 

 


